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Abstract. Inspired by the paper [1] we develop a non-equilibrium sta-

tistical mechanics for graph homomorphisms, which can be considered as a

generalization of several other Markov processes including Ising and parallel

Hopfield models. We then apply the theory for the special case of homo-

morphisms between rings with N nodes and derive the associated classical

Lagrangian in the large N limit.
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Introduction. The present note could be considered as a primary ef-

fort toward a geometric understanding of the neural field theory developed by

J.D.Cowan and M.A.Buice.

In their fundamental paper on the statistical mechanics of neocortex [1],

Cowan and Buice have projected the foundation of a neural field theory which

has emerged from the ideas of quantum field theory. Their aim is to provide

mathematical methods for explaining several experimental data obtained in

many measurements of neocortical activity, which show scaling law behaviour

in anesthetized, normal and epileptic neocortex. With the aid of powerful

tools borrowed from QFT the authors are then capable to show analytically

the existence of a non-equilibrium phase transition to a critical region in the
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phase space of the networks dynamics in which the effects of fluctuation are

no more negligible.

One of the beautiful features of the paper is that the starting point is not

a classical field theory but, in some sense one is starting from the ”quantized”

theory. By going from momentum to position eigenstates the authors then de-

scribe a classical lagrangian whose quantization returns the initial ”quantized”

theory. We should emphasize that although the methods applied by Cowan-

Buice coincide with those of quantum field theories but no real quantum effect

is considered at the related scale of experimental studies on neocortex.

Our aim here is to generalize this approach to the setting of graph theory.

This will lead to a non-equilibrium statistical mechanics on the space of graph

homomorphisms. We then derive the equations of the corresponding field

theory in the special case of ring model. We hope that this approach will also

be helpful in the study of the correlation between dynamics and topology in a

recurrent network.

Space of graph homomorphisms. Let G and K be two graphs with

vertex sets VG and VK and edge sets EG and EK , respectively. We will suppose

that there exists a loop at all the vertices of the graph K. Let Homs(G, K)

be defined as follows:

Homs(G, K) = ∪G̃⊂GHom(G̃, K)

where the union is over all the subgraphs G̃ of G. If g1, g2 ∈ Homs(G, K) with

g1 : G1 → K and g2 : G2 → K, for sub graphs G1, G2 ⊂ G, define:

dmax(g1, g2) := maxi∈VG1
∩VG2

dK(g1(i), g2(i))

where dK is the standard metric associated to the vertex set of the graph K

measuring the length of the shortest path between the vertices of K. For any

g ∈ Hom(G, K) set:

Tg = {h ∈ Hom(G, K)|dmax(g, h) ≤ 1}

Let Fg : Tg → [0, 1], be a collection of probability distributions for each

g ∈ Hom(G, K) and let the probability of transition from g to some h ∈ Tg be

given by :

Prob(g → h) = Fg(h) (1)
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Given a set S, we denote by < S >� the complex vector space generated

by the elements of S. Set:

T :=< Hom(G, K) >� , Ts :=< Homs(G, K) >�

Clearly T is a subspace of Ts. We also equip T (resp. Ts) with an inner

product denoted by <, > , with respect to which the elements of Hom(G, K)

(resp Homs(G, K)) form an orthonormal basis. We will consider Markov pro-

cesses on T described by their Master equations and which generalize some

of the well known processes like Ising , Hofield and Cowan-Buice models. In

order to provide a quantized theory for a hypothetical classical rone we will

extend the process to the complete Hilbert space built on the following bosonic

vector spaces:

T n := Sym(
n⊗

T )

and we set

T∞ :=
⊕

n

T n

Borrowing the terminology of quantum field theory each element of T∞ is

called a state and T∞ itself is named the state space of the theory. Similarly

we can define the space T∞
s .

The state corresponding to G̃ = ∅ is denoted by |0 > and for k ∈ Homs(G, K)

the state represented by this vector in Ts is denote by |k >.

We reconstruct the configuration space T∞
s by introducing a collection of

creation-annihilation operators, Φα,i and Φ†
α,i. The roman subscript beginning

with i indicate a vertex in the graph G and Greek subscripts indicate a vertex

of the graph K.

These operators generate a state space of the configuration space by acting

on the state |0 >. Depending on the model one is considering the application

of the creation operator Φ†
αi on |0 > may have different interpretations. As ex-

ample in models coming from neural networks (like Hopfield or Cowan-Buice)

where the graph G represents the connectivity between different neurons and

the graph K corresponds in some sense to different states of each neuron (see

example 1-2 below ) one can say:

Φ†
αi|0 >= |single neuron of site i at state α >

and we define:

Φαi|0 >= 0
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We also suppose that this collection of operators satisfy the following commu-

tator relation:

[Φα,i, Φ
†
βj ] = ΦαiΦ

†
βj − Φ†

βjΦαi = δijδαβ

A state in T∞
s corresponding to n elements ν1, ..., νn ∈ Homs(G, K), for

some integer n ∈ Z is denoted by |ν1, ..., νn > and can be describes as:

|ν1, ..., νn >= Π1≤j≤n,i∈VG
Φ†

νj(i),i
|0 >

Accordingly a general state of the network can be written as:

|φ(t) >=
∑

n∈�,ν1,ν2,...,νninHom(G,H)

P (ν1, ν2, ..., νn, t)|ν1, ν2, ..., νn >

In the case where {P (ν1, ..., νn, t)}n∈�,ν1,...,νn∈Hom(K,G), represent a proba-

bility distribution on the configuration space, |φ(t) > is called a physical state

of the system.

The dynamics of the system is supposed to be governed by an operator

Ĥ : T → T .

Ĥ =
∑

g∈Hom(G,K),h∈Tg\g

Fg(h)(ΠiΦhiiΦ
†
gii

− ΠiΦgiiΦ
†
gii

) (2)

To each vertex α ∈ VK we associate a number operator:

Nα =
∑
i∈VG

ΦαiΦ
†
αi

It is not difficult to see that Nα preserves T∞ invariant and thus could

be considered as an operator on T∞, Nα : T∞ → T∞. The collection of the

operators {Ĥ} ∪ {Nα}α∈VH
generate an algebra that we denote by NG,K and

which could be considered as an algebraic object associated to the pair of

graphs G and K. According to physics terminology this collection is a subset

of the space of observables of the system.

Examples from statistical mechanics. Here we present two main ex-

amples: one is a generalization of Hopfield model through the notion of graph

homomrphisms and the other one is a re-interpretation of the theory of Cowan-

Buice [1].

1)A generalized Hopfield model: [2] Let G be a graph equipped with a

weight function wG defined by wG : VG × VG → R such that wG(u, v) = 0 if
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the vertices u, v ∈ VG are not connected to each other in G. Note that wG

associated two values to each edge of the graph G which can be interpreted as

values for each of the two directions of an edge. Let G and K be two graphs

with weight functions wG and wK, respectively. Set,

ai =
∑

j∼i,g(j)=h(i)

wG
ijw

H
g(i),g(j)

We then define the transition probability (1) by:

A(g → h) =
∑

i

ai

Prob(g → h) = Fg(h) :=
exp(βA(g → h))∑

h′∈Tg
exp(βA(g → h′))

The claim is that this model generalizes the parallel dynamics Hopfield

model as described in [2]. To see this let KN , for some N ∈ Z, be the complete

graph with N nodes and let K ′
N be the complete graph on N nods in which

there exists also N additional edges connecting each node to itself. Set G = KN

and K = K ′
2. Let wK(v1, v2) = −1 and wK(v1, v1) = wK(v2, v2) = 1 where v1

and v2 denote the two vertices of K. One can easily verify that in this case

the induced dynamics on T coincides with the dynamics of a Parallel Hopfield

type dynamics on a neural network with N nodes and with synaptic weights

Jij = wG
ij .

2) Cowan- Buice model [1]: For this model we just define the corresponding

graphs and the final energy operator (2) which is sufficient to describe the

dynamics. Let G = KN and K = K3 and Ĥ be defined as:

−Ĥ =
∑

i{α(Φ†
riΦai − Φ†

aiΦai) + β(Φ†
qiΦri − Φ†

riΦri)+

f(
∑

j wijΦ
†
ajΦaj)(Φ

†
aiΦqi − Φ†

qiΦqi)+

f(
∑

j wijΦ
†
ajΦaj)(Φ

†
aiΦri − Φ†

riΦri)}

Before treating the third example we make some remarks on the topology

of graph homomorphisms. To a graph K we can associate a two dimensional

CW structure with 0 and 1 -cells, respectively consisting of vertices and edges

of the graph K, and a two cell is attached on each triangle or square in the

graph. Now suppose that the graph G is a ring of length N . Then according
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to the dynamics of the system described by (2) the evolution of G inside K is

constrained by the homology class of the corresponding homomorphism from

G into K. In other words if the system is in a state |k > with k ∈ Hom(G, K)

then < k′|Ĥ|k >�= 0 if and only if k(G) and k′(G) are homologous in H1(K).

Ring model. Now let G = K = RN be both rings of the same length N

(with loops added at each vertex of the image graph K). Let Hom0(G, K) be

the subset of Hom(G, K) lying in the homology class of the identity element

id : RN → RN . We define the operator Ĥ as follows:

−Ĥ =
∑

ν∈Hom(G,K) f(
∑

j wG
+(j, j + 1)wK

+ (ν(j), ν(j + 1))ΠiΦ
†
νi+1iΦνi

i)

(ΠiΦ
†
νi+1iΦνii − ΠiΦ

†
νii

Φνii)

f(
∑

j wG
−(j, j − 1)wK

− (ν(j), ν(j − 1))ΠiΦ
†
νi−1iΦνii)

(ΠiΦ
†
νi−1iΦνii − ΠiΦ

†
νii

Φνii)

(3)

In other words for a given homomorphism ν(t) ∈ Hom0(G, K) describing

the state of the system at the time t the state of the system at the time t + 1,

is a graph homomorphism ν(t+1) ∈ Hom0(G, K) which is obtained from ν(t)

by a rotation of legnth one in positive or negative direction.

In order to derive the classical field theory leading to the above ”quantized”

version we should introduce following [1], position eigen-states for the system:

|φΛ(t) >= exp(−1

2

∑
ν∈Homs(G,H)

φ̃νφν)exp(
∑

i∈VG,ν∈Homs(G,H)

φν(t)ΠiΦ
†
νii

)|0 >

< φΛ(tj+1)|φΛ(tj) >

= exp(|VG|
∑

φ̃ν(tj+1)φν(tj) −
1

2

∑
φ̃ν(tj)φν(tj) −

1

2

∑
φ̃ν(tj+1)φν(tj+1))

Regarding the relations

ΠiΦνi,i|φΛ(t) >= φν(t)|φΛ(t) >

and

< φΛ(tj+1)|Ĥ|φΛ(tj) >= H̃(φ̃Λ(tj+1), φΛ(tj)) < φΛ(tj+1)|φΛ(tj) >

and by applying the same path integral argument of [1] if we suppose that the

weights wij scale like 1√
N

one can show the following theorem:
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Theorem 1 The classical lagrangian associated to the energy operator Ĥ de-

fined in (3) in the limit N → ∞ is given by:

S(u, ũ) =

∫
dt

∫
dθ[u(t, θ)

∂

∂t
u(t, θ) + H(u(t, θ), ũ(t, θ))] −

∫
dθρ(t0, θ)ũ(t0, θ)

H̃ = f(
∫ π

0
wG

+(x)wH
+ (x + θ)dx(ũ(t, θ) + 1)u(t, θ))∂ũ(t,θ)

∂θ
u(t, θ)

−f(
∫ π

0
wG

−(x)wH
− (x + θ)dx(ũ(t, θ) + 1)u(t, θ))∂ũ(t,θ)

∂θ
u(t, θ)
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